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Abstract

This paper analyses a stratospheric injection by deep convection of biomass fire emis-
sions over North America (Alaska, Yukon and Northwest Territories) on 24 June 2004
and its long-range transport over the eastern coast of the United States and the eastern
Atlantic. The case study is done using MOZAIC observations of ozone, carbon monox-5

ide, nitrogen oxides (NOx+PAN) and water vapour during the crossing of the southern-
most tip of an upper level trough over the Eastern Atlantic on 30 June 03:00 UTC and
10:00 UTC and in a vertical profile over Washington DC on 30 June 17:00 UTC, and by
lidar observations of aerosol backscattering at Madison (University of Wisconsin) on
28 June. Attribution of the plumes to the boreal fires is achieved by backward simula-10

tions with a Lagrangian particle dispersion model (FLEXPART). A simulation with the
Meso-NH model for the source region shows that a boundary layer tracer, mimicking
the boreal forest fire smoke, is lofted into the lowermost stratosphere (2–5 pvu layer)
during the diurnal convective cycle. The isentropic levels (above 335 K) correspond
to those of the downstream MOZAIC observations. The parameterized convective de-15

trainment flux is intense enough to fill the volume of a model mesh (20 km horizontal,
500 m vertical) above the tropopause with pure boundary layer air in a time period
compatible with the convective diurnal cycle, i.e. about 5 h. The maximum instanta-
neous detrainment fluxes deposited about 15–20% of the initial boundary layer tracer
concentration at 335 K, which according to the 275-ppbv carbon monoxide maximum20

mixing ratio observed by MOZAIC over eastern Atlantic, would be associated with a
1.4–1.8 ppmv carbon monoxide mixing ratio in the boundary layer over the source re-
gion.

1 Introduction

Biomass burning is a major source of trace gases for the global atmosphere (Crutzen25

and Andreae, 1990). Although biomass burning is thought to predominantly occur in
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the tropics, fires are also common in the boreal zone (Lavoué et al., 2000) and too little
is known about their atmospheric impact. Smoke emissions represent large perturba-
tions to the regional radiative budget (Robock, 1991; Iacobellis et al., 1999; Petzold et
al., 2007) and indirectly influence cloud processes. Boreal fires might account for as
much as 25% of the global CO emissions from all fires during anomalous boreal fire5

years (Goode et al., 2000; Lavoué et al., 2000). Chemistry in the fire plumes leads
to formation of tropospheric ozone (Crutzen and Andreae, 1990; Forster et al., 2001),
which exerts a significant climate forcing in the Arctic and downwind regions. When
transported to lower latitudes, boreal fire emissions contribute to poor air quality and
exacerbate pre-existing air quality problems (Wotawa and Trainer, 2000; Forster et al.,10

2001; Jaffe et al., 2004; Bertschi and Jaffe, 2005). The convection enhanced by the
strong forest fire activity, i.e. the so-called pyro-convection, can inject fire emissions to
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) (Waibel et al., 1999; Fromm et
al., 2000; Fromm and Servranckx, 2003; Jost et al., 2004; Fromm et al., 2005; Nédélec
et al., 2005; Damoah et al., 2006) with possibly longlasting implications for radiation15

and for stratospheric chemistry.
Modeling studies (Luderer et al., 2006; Trentmann et al., 2006) identified the back-

ground meteorology and the fire heating as the most important contributing factors for
biomass burning injection into the lower stratosphere. Whereas the initialization with
a frontal profile resulted in substantial stratospheric injection of biomass burning emis-20

sions, the injection was much weaker for the initialization with pre- and post-frontal
profiles. The model results also suggested that the greater input of sensible heat re-
lease by the fires being the most important parameter influencing the pyro-convection,
giving rise to a positive feedback with the latent heat release. Small mixing processes
enhanced by gravity waves induced by the overshooting convection increase the irre-25

versible transport of forest fire emissions into the lower stratosphere (Luderer et al.,
2007), where residence times could be long enough to have a significant impact on the
chemistry.

Hence, assessing the effect of boreal fire emissions on the UTLS composition on
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a global scale is challenging. It requires additional studies of other events to better
document the contributions of biomass burning on the composition of the UTLS, as
well as assess our modeling capacity in a variety of atmospheric conditions and fire
activities. According to van der Werf et al. (2006) and to Damoah et al. (2006), the
boreal fire activity over Alaska, Yukon and Northwest Territories was very strong in5

2004. The area burned that year was the highest on record to date. The pollutants
emitted from the fires led to violation of federal standards for air quality in Alaska.

We report on MOZAIC observations (Measurements of OZone, water vapour, car-
bon monoxide and nitrogen oxides by Airbus In-sercice airCraft, Marenco et al. (1998),
http://mozaic.aero.obs-mip.fr/web/) made by airliners at cruise altitudes (10–11 km alti-10

tude) over the eastern Atlantic and during a vertical profile over Washington, DC (USA)
on 30 June 2004. The goals of the study are to (i) attribute anomalous CO mixing
ratio in MOZAIC observations to boreal fire emissions over North America using a La-
grangian dispersion particle model, (ii) evaluate the capacity of a mesoscale model
simulation with parameterized convection to vertically transport biomass-fire like emis-15

sions over the fire region up to isentropic levels corresponding to MOZAIC observa-
tions, (iii) further evaluate the mesoscale model simulation by assessing the CO mix-
ing ratio in biomass fire emissions and comparing it to reported observations in the
literature.

2 Data and model descriptions20

2.1 Measurement data

Measurements of ozone in the MOZAIC program are taken every four seconds from
take-off to landing. Based on the dual-beam UV absorption principle (Model 49-103,
Thermo Environment Instruments, USA), the measurement accuracy is estimated at
±[2 ppbv+2%] (Thouret et al., 1998). From the beginning of the program in 1994,25

the measurement quality control procedures have remained unchanged to ensure that
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long-term series are free of instrumental artifacts. Instruments are calibrated in the
laboratory before and after the flight periods, whose duration is generally 12 months.
The laboratory calibration is performed with a reference analyser which is periodi-
cally cross-checked with a primary standard at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology in France. Additionally, each intrument’s zero and calibration factor are5

regularly checked in-flight, using a built-in ozone generator. CO measurements are
performed using an improved infrared correlation instrument, with a 30 s time resolu-
tion (corresponding to a travel distance of 7.5 km at cruise altitude) and a precision
of ±5 ppbv±5%. Details on the measurement technique can be found in Nédélec et
al. (2003). A special airborne humidity sensing device is used for measuring relative10

humidity and temperature of the atmosphere (Helten et al., 1998, 1999). Measure-
ments of total odd nitrogen are made aboard one MOZAIC aircraft using the chemi-
luminescence analyzer with gold converter described in Volz-Thomas et al. (2005).
The instrument is automatically calibrated in flight with an NO calibration gas and the
conversion efficiency of the converter is determined with NO2 produced in-situ by gas15

phase titration. The instrument is replaced and serviced every 4–6 weeks. Calibra-
tions in the laboratory include also the conversion of HNO3. A comparison between
the MOZAIC instrument with a research instrument is described in Pätz et al. (2006).
Unfortunately, the NOy instrument was likely not detecting HNO3 during the period of
concern. Although the conversion efficiency for NO2 was always >95% during the20

entire deployment period, the atmospheric NOy concentrations were much lower than
observed otherwise in MOZAIC and the usually observed correlation between NOy and
ozone in the lower stratosphere was almost absent. The data presented below are thus
likely resembling the concentration of (NOx+Peroxy Acetyl Nitrate) and have a larger
uncertainty in terms of absolute values than what is normally observed (Volz-Thomas25

et al., 2008 in preparation). Therefore, only the relative changes of (NOx+PAN) are
discussed in the following.
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2.2 FLEXPART model simulations

We use simulations with the FLEXPART Lagrangian particle dispersion model (ver-
sion 6.2) (Stohl et al. (2005) and references therein) for long-range and mesoscale
transport of tracers (anthropogenic and biomass burning emissions, and stratospheric
ozone) in order to attribute sources to the MOZAIC observations. The simulations were5

done at NOAA as part of the ICARTT analysis products (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/
ICARTT/analysis/) and at Laboratoire d’Aérologie. FLEXPART was driven by model-
level data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF).
The ECMWF data has 60 model levels and was retrieved fully mass-consistently from
the T511 spherical harmonics data at ECMWF. The gridded data has 1×1 degree res-10

olution globally, but a 0.36×0.36 degree nest is used in the region 108◦ W–18◦ E and
18◦ N–72◦ N. For emission input, the emission inventory of the EDGAR information sys-
tem (version 3.2, Oliver and Berdowski (2001)) on a 1×1 degree grid is used outside
North America. Over most of North America, the inventory of Frost et al. (2006) is
used. This inventory has a resolution of 4 km and also includes a list of point sources.15

Previous experience has shown that Asian emissions of CO are underestimated (prob-
ably by as much as a factor of 2 or more) in the EDGAR inventory, while American CO
emissions may be overestimated.

Backward simulations are done from along the flight tracks. Whenever an aircraft
changes its position by more than 0.2 degrees, a backward simulation is initiated. Also,20

whenever it changes its altitude by 50 m below 300 m, 150 m below 1000 m, 200 m be-
low 3000 m, or 400 m above, a new backward simulation is initiated. Every simulation
consists of 40 000 particles released in the volume of air sampled. The backward sim-
ulations are done with full turbulence and convection parameterizations. The theory is
described by Seibert and Frank (2004), and an application to aircraft measurements25

was presented by Stohl et al. (2003). The volume of air sampled is defined by four-
dimensional boxes covering the latitudes, longitudes, altitudes, and times covered, de-
pending on the geometry of the sampling. The products available from backward sim-
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ulations, the so-called residence times, the source contributions and emission tracer
time series, are described in Appendix A.

2.3 Meso-NH model simulations

The numerical simulation over the source region of biomass fire plumes was performed
with the anelastic non-hydrostatic mesoscale model Meso-NH (Lafore et al., 1998).5

Lateral boundary conditions were adopted from large-scale operational analyses by
ECMWF. The case was simulated with a horizontal grid spacing of 20 km. The verti-
cal grid had 75 levels up to 27 km with a level spacing of 40 m close to the surface to
500 m at high altitude. A sponge layer was installed from 22 to 27 km in order to damp
the upward-propagating gravity waves generated by convection. The model grid had10

120×144 horizontal gridpoints (2400×2880 km2) and covered a domain centred over
the Yukon, Canada (see Fig. 9 for the horizontal domain). The simulation was initial-
ized at 12:00 UTC 23 June 2004 for a duration of 60 h. The subgrid-scale convection
was parametrized by a mass-flux convection scheme (Bechtold et al., 2001). The mi-
crophysical scheme included the three water phases with five species of precipitating15

and non-precipitating liquid and solid water (Pinty and Jabouille, 1998), and a modified
ice to snow autoconversion parameterization following Chaboureau and Pinty (2006).
The turbulence parameterization was based on a 1.5-order closure (Cuxart et al.,
2000). The turbulent flux computations were purely vertical using the mixing length
of Bougeault and Lacarrére (1989) while, for the inner model, they were fully three-20

dimensional based on the parameterization of Deardoff (1974). The radiative scheme
was the one used at ECMWF (Gregory et al., 2000) including the Rapid Radiative
Transfer Model (RRTM) parameterization (Mlawer et al., 1997). Synthetic brightness
temperatures (BTs) corresponding to the GOES (Geostationary Operational Environ-
mental Satellites) observations were computed offline using the Radiative Transfer for25

Tiros Operational Vertical Sounder (RTTOV) code version 8.7 (Saunders et al., 2005).
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3 Observations of forest fire emission plumes

The timetable of observations and model runs involved in the paper is shown in Ta-
ble 1. Observations from two MOZAIC flights on 30 June are selected. During the
first flight (referred to as MZ1 in the following) from Caracas (Venezuela) to Frankfurt
(Germany), we analyse UTLS data during the cruise phase over the eastern Atlantic.5

During the second flight (referred to as MZ2 in the following) from Frankfurt (Germany)
to Washington D. C. (USA), we analyse again UTLS data over the eastern Atlantic
and observations during the descent over Washington D. C. Finally, we use the lidar
measurements of aerosol backscatter cross-section taken at Wisconsin University (WI,
USA) on 28 June. The links between these observations and emissions from boreal10

forest fires in North America will be established in Sect. 4.
The synoptic situation with respect to MZ1 observations (Fig. 1a) shows that the

aircraft enters into the lowermost stratosphere in flying across the southernmost tip of
an upper level trough. Near the axis of the upper-level trough at 20◦ W, the aircraft
is located in the lowermost stratosphere on the cyclonic-shear side of the upper-level15

jet (Fig. 1b). In accordance, MZ1 observations across the upper level trough (Fig. 2a)
show characteristic changes of ozone and relative humidity, i.e. ozone is increasing
from an upper-tropospheric background of about 85 ppbv (west of 26◦ W and east of
12◦ W) to stratospheric mixing ratios in excess of 160 ppbv inside the upper level trough
(between 24◦ W and 13◦ W), while relative humidity is decreasing from about 40% to20

30%. A closer examination of measurements at mesoscale (about 200 km) in the low-
ermost stratosphere indicates a complicated structure with high variations of ozone
and other trace gases. The strong values of CO and (NOx+PAN) and the well de-
fined positive correlation between them clearly indicate that the southern tip of the
upper-level trough contains several tropospheric intrusions. The negative correlation25

of ozone with CO and with (NOx+PAN) suggests that the tropospheric intrusions had
ozone mixing ratio lower than the stratospheric background value before their injection
and that the mixing with the stratospheric air during the long-range transport has not
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reduced the ozone difference. The layout of the characteristic features of the trace
gas time-series, i.e. a structure composed of 5 ozone-rich maxima interlaced with 4
CO-rich and (NOx+PAN)-rich maxima, suggests the axis of the upper-level trough at
about 17◦ W is a meridional axis of symmetry, reducing the 4 tropospheric intrusions to
2 tropospheric filaments stretched out longitudinally and each sampled twice. Despite5

the lower accuracy of measurements taken with the MOZAIC relative humidity device
in stratospheric air and its longer response time at low temperatures (about 1–2 min,
i.e. horizontal resolution of about 15–30 km), the positive correlation of relative humidity
with CO and (NOx+PAN) inside the upper level trough confirms the tropospheric origin
of the two filaments and their recent injection into the stratosphere. Also of interest10

is the positive correlation of ozone and deviations of the potential temperature (±1 K)
from its mean value of 335 K, thus providing further evidence for the observation of
tropospheric filaments in the upper level trough.

Within the tropospheric filaments embedded in the upper level trough, CO is about
200–250 ppbv, which suggests that the filaments are forest fire plumes, as it will be15

demonstrated in Sect. 4. The difference of ozone between the upper troposphere
(about 85 ppbv west of 26◦ W) and the tropospheric-origin filaments in the lowermost
stratosphere (minima ranging from 125 ppbv to 150 ppbv between 15◦ W and 22◦ W)
is about 40–65 ppbv, while the difference for CO is about 100–150 ppbv. Contribu-
tions to the difference in ozone likely come from both the photochemical production20

of ozone associated with forest fire emissions and from the mixing with stratospheric
air. A contribution of a few tens of ppbv by the photochemical production of ozone is in
agreement with Forster et al. (2001) who reported observations of tropospheric plumes
of boreal forest fire emissions after continental-scale transport for which O3 mixing ra-
tios were 25 ppbv higher than the tropospheric background. Using tropospheric NO225

columns derived from GOME satellite data, Spichtinger et al. (2001) demonstrated that
NO2 concentrations in such boreal forest fire plumes can reach a magnitude compara-
ble to the concentrations over major anthropogenic emission regions. As explained in
Sect. 2, the MOZAIC NOy instrument was likely not detecting HNO3, which is corrob-
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orated by the abscence of normally observed correlation of NOy and O3 in the lower
stratosphere on such mesoscale features. Although this would suggest that the NOy
measurements should resemble the NOx or (NOx+PAN) concentration, there is a large
uncertainty in terms of absolute value, which prevents from using these measurements
to further assess the ozone production. However, the relative changes are reliable and5

reinforce the conclusion of forest fire emissions injected into the lower stratosphere.
After refueling in Frankfurt, the same aircraft flew to Washington D.C. MZ2 observa-

tions over the eastern Atlantic (Fig. 2b) show again similar signatures of tropospheric
intrusions into the lower stratosphere at around 0◦ W and at 1–2◦ W and in the isen-
tropic layer 335–345 K, just after the aircraft has crossed the tropopause east of 0◦ W.10

Finally, over Washington DC (Fig. 2c), several layers with biomass burning signatures
(at about 4 km, 5 km, 7 km and 11 km altitude) have been encountered where ozone,
carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides are positively correlated. In all these layers CO
is about 150 ppbv, O3 exceeds 60 ppbv in layers at 4 km, 5 km, and 7 km altitude, and
O3 exceeds 170 ppbv in the 11 km altitude layer (potential temperature 333 K). It sug-15

gests different photochemistry regimes for the layers and the possibility of mixing with
stratospheric air for the highest layer. The repetition of such signatures on MOZAIC
observations from 03:00 UTC (MZ1), to 10:00 UTC and 17:00 UTC (MZ2), and in dif-
ferent locations suggests one or more very active sources injecting biomass burning
emissions into the stratosphere in large quantities.20

Measurements obtained with the High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) (Eloranta,
2005) at the University of Wisconsin (location at 43.1◦ N, 89.4◦ W) revealed strong sig-
nals of aerosol backscatter cross-section during the period 26 June to 30 June that
were attributed to fire smoke transported from Alaska and the Yukon Territory (Damoah
et al., 2006). Of particular interest for our case study is the aerosol layer observed in25

the upper troposphere on 28 June (Fig. 3). The time-height contour of the aerosol
backscatter cross-section shows 2 laminae with high optical thicknesses, a first lamina
with a vertical extent of 500 m at 9 km altitude at 09:00 UTC that ascends to 12 km
altitude at 18:00 UTC, and a second thicker lamina (vertical extent of 2 km) at about
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10.5 km altitude from 18:00 UTC to 24:00 UTC. Vertical profiles of backscatter cross-
sections and temperature at 12:00 UTC show that the 2 laminae extend across the
upper troposphere and above the tropopause situated below 10 km altitude.

4 Identification of the source region of forest fire emissions

Plots for emission tracer time series constructed from the FLEXPART backward simula-5

tions along the MZ1 flight are displayed in Fig. 4. During the period of interest (between
02:50 UTC and 04:14 UTC on 30 June, or equivalently between 26.8 and 28.2 h past
00:00 UTC on 29 June 2004), FLEXPART calculations indicate that MOZAIC measure-
ments are marginally impacted by Asian anthropogenic pollution (only 2–3 ppbv for CO,
not shown) and not at all impacted by North-American (Fig. 4a) and European anthro-10

pogenic pollution (not shown). Impact of surface emissions during that period exclu-
sively come from the biomass burning CO over North America, with a contribution up
to 110 ppbv when using a 10 km injection altitude into the atmosphere of the smoke.
Adding a typical CO background of about 100 ppbv for the upper troposphere, the sum
exceeds 210 ppbv which is close to the MZ1 observations (Fig. 2a). The sensitivity15

analysis to the assumed injection height (Fig. 4b) shows that the air mass of interest,
which is 5–6 days old, is impacted substantially only if an injection height of up to 10 km
altitude is used. While FLEXPART was run with the convection scheme turned on, it
pumped up only a few ppbv of CO when the fire emissions were injected near the sur-
face. Thus, the convection was insufficiently captured by the model, probably because20

it was also invigorated by the fire itself, a process not at all included in FLEXPART.
However, later we shall see that a higher-resolution simulation with Meso-NH was able
to capture the convective injection of the smoke to high altitudes.

The emission tracer time series for the UTLS part of the MZ2 flight (between
10:00 UTC and 11:00 UTC) confirms the predominant contribution of fire emissions25

(Fig. 5b) to the MZ2 tropospheric intrusions compared to other sources (see Fig. 5a for
the North-American anthropogenic pollution). The fire CO emissions contribute up to
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90 ppbv to the CO plumes. Again, the vertical transport by deep convection is clearly
suggested by the sensitivity study on injection heights (Fig. 5b). Around 17:00 UTC
during the descent over Washington D. C., the emission tracer time series indicates
a combination of impacts of anthropogenic pollution from Asia (not shown) and North
America (Fig. 5a) as well as biomass burning CO from North America (Fig. 5b). At5

11 km altitude, the CO contribution of Asian emissions is a few ppbv (not shown), while
again the fire CO emissions over North America (Fig. 5b) contribute to volume mixing
ratio as high as 100 ppbv if injection heights are up to 10 km altitude. In the middle and
lower troposphere, American anthropogenic pollution adds a CO contribution ranging
from 40 to 80 ppbv, while the contribution from fire CO emissions over North America10

decreases to a maximum of 20 ppbv.
Plots for emission tracer time series constructed from the FLEXPART backward sim-

ulations along the MOZAIC observations have allowed us to identify the nature of emis-
sions and the agent of vertical transport responsible for the tropospheric intrusions pre-
sented here, i.e. biomass fire CO emissions and deep convection, respectively. Now,15

we analyse biomass fire CO source contributions along MOZAIC airpaths to locate
the sources in space and time. Whatever sections of MOZAIC observations shown on
Fig. 2 are chosen, the source contribution comes invariably from North West America
(Alaska, Yukon and North-West Territories); hence maps of biomass fire CO source
contributions (Fig. 6) are shown only for the MZ1 observations and the MZ2 observa-20

tions in the free troposphere during the descent to Washington, D. C. The calculation of
these source contributions assumed an injection height of below 3 km, so the observed
CO concentrations are underestimated. However, the maps do point out the source
region producing the smoke and also confirm that FLEXPARTs convection scheme
pumped up smoke to high altitudes in this region, albeit in too low quantities. Maps for25

the footprint residence times constructed from MOZAIC observations keep essentially
the same patterns on the period from 24 June 12:00 UTC to 25 June 12:00 UTC (not
shown). This 24-hour period starts at the minimum phase of the local diurnal cycle of
the convection over Yukon and Alaska (where local time is UTC minus 7 h), and spans
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a complete diurnal cycle (see Table 1 for the timetable of the case study). In line with
the previous results, the starting date of the Meso-NH simulation (Sect. 5) is chosen
on 24 June 12:00 UTC.

As for the connection between lidar observation at Wisconsin University and
MOZAIC observations, we analyse backwards calculations of FLEXPART initialized5

along the MZ1 observations. The residence time distribution of particles in the MZ1
retroplume (backward run initialized along the MOZAIC airpath in the eastern Atlantic
upper level trough on 30 June 03:00 UTC and valid on 28 June 15:00 UTC) shows on
Fig. 7 some maxima meandering along the upper level jet that are still separated from
each other, in agreement with the rather young age (1.5-days old) of the retroplume10

and with the initial distribution of particles in boxes where the measured CO exceeded
200 ppbv. The westernmost part of the retroplume lies over Wisconsin, approximately
at the time and the location for which lidar observations of the aerosol layer were per-
formed (see Fig. 3). Thus, the transport model establishes a Lagrangian connection
between the MZ1 MOZAIC observations and the lidar observations and confirms that15

smoke is associated with high CO observations.
Forward calculations of the FLEXPART model for the distributions of a stratospheric

ozone tracer and of a biomass burning CO tracer (Stohl et al., 2000; Cooper et al.,
2005) were also analysed to further strengthen the value of the case study. The anal-
yses are not reported here for the sake of brevity and because simulations assumed20

3 km injection height (not 10 km altitude). Interpretations confirm that i) the aircraft
observations are performed in the lower stratosphere on the cyclonic-shear side of the
upper-level jet, ii) the tropospheric intrusions are organized in filaments stretched along
the upper-level jet. Forward calculations also suggest mixing between the stratospheric
background and the fire plumes to have taken place.25

All FLEXPART results contribute to assign the northwestern America region as the
source region of plumes of forest fire emissions observed with MOZAIC aircraft and the
Madison lidar. This statement can be further reinforced by the examination of satellite
data products over the region of interest. The MODIS satellite image over Yukon on
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24 June 19:55 UTC (12:55 local time) (Fig. 8a) shows smoke of biomass fires in a large
region west of Great Bear Lake with satellite-detected biomass fire spots (red points)
and deep convective cells just forming southwest of the lake at about 64◦ N–130◦ W.
At 22:35 local time on the same day, another MODIS satellite image (Fig. 8b) shows
smoke of biomass fires, and deep convective cell tops during the mature phase of the5

diurnal cycle of convection. On 25 June 18:40 UTC (11:40 local time), the NASA TOMS
aerosol index displays high values in the region (not shown), indicative of increasing
aerosol optical depth, due to a vertical piling up of aerosols caused by the deep con-
vection, and because the instrument is more sensitive to absorbing aerosols at greater
altitudes (Fromm and Servranckx, 2003; Fromm et al., 2005).10

To summarize about the continental-scale transport of plumes of forest fire emis-
sions, the transport model has established Lagrangian connections between MOZAIC
(MZ1) observations on 30 June and lidar aerosol data at Madison (University of Wis-
consin, USA) on 18 June, as well as between MOZAIC observations (MZ1 and MZ2)
on 30 June and satellite observations (TOMS aerosol index and MODIS images) of bo-15

real forest fires over northwestern America on 24 and 25 June. The centre of interest
of the next section is to assess the ability of a mesoscale model to reproduce the UTLS
injection of biomass fire emissions over this boreal region.

5 Meso-scale modeling over the source region and UTLS injection

Table 1 summarizes the timetable of the Meso-NH run involved in the paper. As detailed20

in Sect. 3, largest FLEXPART sensitivities for MZ1 and MZ2 observations to emission
input over American boreal regions span the period from 24 June 12:00 UTC to 25 June
12:00 UTC (i.e. 5 to 6 days prior to MOZAIC observations). Therefore the initialization
date of the mesoscale model Meso-NH over the boreal domain is chosen on 24 June
12:00 UTC (05:00 local time) in order to simulate the diurnal convection cycle during25

a 48-hour period of time.
First, an evaluation of the Meso-NH simulation with regard to convection triggering
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and upper-level cloud cover is made by comparing synthetic and GOES observed ra-
diances with a model-to-satellite approach (Chaboureau et al., 2000, 2002) combining
the explicit Meso-NH cloud scheme with a detailed radiative-transfer code. A compari-
son at the end of the convective diurnal cycle on 25 June 06:00 UTC (23:00 local time)
is made between the GOES observed radiances and the Meso-NH outputs (Fig. 9).5

Overall, the comparison is good, although there is a slightly more extensive upper-
level cloud cover by the model. Such an overestimation may result from at least 3
reasons: an earlier triggering of the modeled convection compared to observations,
an overestimated water residence time in the upper atmosphere, or a too large wa-
ter detrainment. Such a qualitatively good comparison represents the state of the art10

with regards to mesoscale modeling and it would be beyond the scope of this study to
further assess the cloud representation by the model.

Then, in order to describe the mass transport associated with the convective clouds,
a boundary layer tracer (BL tracer for short) is initialized on 24 June 23:00 UTC (16:00
local time), i.e. at a time close to the maximum diurnal development of the boundary15

layer. Hence, the BL tracer is one hour old on 25 June 00:00 UTC and 37 h old at
the end of the Meso-NH simulation on 26 June 12:00 UTC (see Table 1). The BL
tracer is initialized to 1 between the ground and the top of the boundary layer and to 0
above the top of the boundary layer. According to Cuxart et al. (2000), the top of the
boundary layer is defined with a threshold of turbulent kinetic energy (0.01 m2 s−2). The20

BL tracer is transported at each time step of the model by the explicit (grid-resolved)
3-D circulation and by sub-grid (parameterized) transport associated with turbulence,
convection and diffusion. The overall objective is to investigate how much of the BL
tracer is detrained at the convective cloud top levels and how well it mimics the uplifting
of fire smoke at the isentropic levels for which downwind MOZAIC observations were25

performed.
The mass transport associated with convective clouds is then investigated with

Meso-NH outputs on 25 June 00:00 UTC (17:00 local time); i.e. one hour after its initial-
isation and close to the maximum activity of the first simulated convective diurnal cycle
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(see Table 1). Figure 10a shows the height of the convective clouds exceeding 12 km
altitude and the large scale upper-level jet meandering clockwise around the center
of the domain (referred to as the anticyclonic ring for short hereafter). Note the pres-
ence of deep convective cells in the region of highest sensitivity shown by FLEXPART
(Fig. 6). The outflow above deep convective cells west of Great Bear Lake is embedded5

in the anticyclonic ring, which is in agreement with FLEXPART retro-plume calculations.
We build an indicator of the characteristic time needed by convective mass fluxes to fill
up a 3-D grid box of the model (i.e. a cube of 20 km horizontal length and 500 m height)
with air pumped out by updrafts (positive values) or downdrafts (negative values). This
indicator is called the convective indicator hereafter. When the convective indicator is10

equal to 1 (0.5), its associated characteristic time to fill up a grid volume is 5 (10) hours.
In Fig. 10b, the distribution of the indicator is shown on the 2-pvu tropopause surface
which lies inside the cloud detrainment layer (CDL for short, a vertical perspective of
the CDL is shown in Fig. 11a). Figure 10b shows that for the most intense convective
cells, updrafts replace the air contained in a model grid box at the tropopause with air15

pumped out at the root of the updrafts in a characteristic time of 5 h, which is the order
of magnitude of the lifetime of convective cells. Figure 10b also indicates that con-
vective mass fluxes go across the 330 K and 335 K isentropic surface where MOZAIC
observations are performed.

The vertical perspective of convective mass fluxes is given in Fig. 11a which shows20

a vertical cross-section going across the main deep convective cells west of Great Bear
Lake (see location on Fig. 10a). Updrafts lead to positive characteristic times (about
5 h) of the convective indicator in the CDL across the 2–5 pvu lowermost stratosphere
region. Downdrafts lead to negative characteristic times (about 5 h) of the convective
indicator within the boundary layer. Figure 11b shows the concentration of the bound-25

ary layer tracer. It is close to 1 in the boundary layer. Due to convective mass fluxes,
the BL tracer is transported up to the tropopause region through the short-circuit of
updrafts with flow rates leading to maximum concentrations at 335 K of about 15 to
20% of the initial concentration in the boundary layer. Because of the initialization time
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of the boundary layer tracer on 24 June 23:00 UTC (16:00 local time), the BL tracer is
just one hour old in the vertical cross-section. Its transport has mainly been carried
out by deep convective cells, with a negligible transport by explicit vertical advection
(whose maximum intensity, as indicated by black arrows, is about 0.2 m s−1) and by
weak horizontal winds on the border of the anticyclonic ring. The time period of hor-5

izontal transport of the BL tracer is insufficient for it to appear at upper levels in the
southward branch of the anticylonic ring on the eastern part of the cross-section.

Two snapshots of the BL tracer distribution on the 335 K isentropic surface are shown
on Fig. 12. The time evolution shows how the BL tracer wraps up along the anticyclonic
ring around the Great Bear Lake and turns into the southward branch in agreement10

with retro-plume calculations of FLEXPART. Note that (i) lateral boundary conditions
prevent the BL tracer exiting on the eastern edge of the model domain from being
seen, (ii) there is an underestimation of the BL tracer concentration with time and away
from the source region as the transport scheme of Meso-NH is known to be somewhat
too dissipative. Note also that the BL tracer emitted at the centre of the domain may15

also exit the model domain directly when embedded in the southeastward branch of
the anticyclonic ring. Nonetheless, FLEXPART calculations did not link up MZ1 and
MZ2 observations to this particular pathway.

A vertical perspective of the BL tracer is shown at a later time in a vertical section
(Fig. 13) across the northward and southward branches of the anticyclonic ring (see20

location on Fig. 12b). It shows that the BL tracer concentration reaches 15% to 20% at
some places in the tropopause region. According to Meso-NH results, the maximum
concentration of the BL tracer at 335 K in the lowermost stratosphere over the Yukon
source region is about 15–20%. Comparing with downwind MZ1 observations of CO
mixing ratio of about 275 ppbv, and ignoring the mixing processes during the long-range25

transport, it would signify that the CO mixing ratio in the boundary layer over Yukon is
in excess of 1.4–1.8 ppmv. That seems very reasonable according to CO observations
of a few 10 ppmv in Canadian boreal forest fires (e.g. Cofer et al., 1998; Goode et al.,
2000).
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6 Conclusions

Boreal forest fires cause strong disturbances of atmospheric chemistry in the north-
ern hemisphere. In this paper, we report in-situ observations of biomass fire plumes
injected into the lower stratosphere. The fact that multiple plumes were observed on
30 June 2004 at several places over the eastern coast of the United States and over5

the eastern Atlantic indicates that duration and flowrate of the injection into the lower-
most stratosphere are linked to an active vertical transport mechanism. Simulations of
the pathways of airmasses with the particle dispersion model FLEXPART have iden-
tified the sources of these plumes, i.e. the large forest fires in Canada and Alaska.
A sensitivity analysis to the injection height used in FLEXPART indicates that vertical10

transport by deep convection up to 10 km altitude is necessary to explain the obser-
vations. A simulation of the non-hydrostatic Meso-NH model over the domain of bo-
real forest fires was capable of reproducing the mechanism of injection into the lower
stratosphere. A boundary layer tracer, vertically transported with the subgrid-scale con-
vection parametrized by a mass-flux convection scheme, reaches above the dynami-15

cal tropopause into the isentropic layer (>335 K) in which the plumes were observed
downwind. The parameterized convective detrainment flux is intense enough to fill the
volume of a model mesh (20 km horizontal, 500 m vertical) above the tropopause with
pure boundary layer air in a time period compatible with the convective diurnal cycle,
i.e. about 5 h. Maximum instantaneous detrainment fluxes deposited about 15–20% of20

the initial boundary layer tracer concentration at 335 K. Pyro-convective mechanisms
(deep convection triggered or enhanced by forest fires) were not parameterized in our
simulation and were likely giving an extra contribution to deep intrusions into the strato-
sphere in that case, as reported by Damoah et al. (2006).

Further investigations are needed to better assess the importance of convection25

and synoptic-scale storm systems on the formation of a mixing zone above the
tropopause (Hoor et al., 2002; Stohl et al., 2003; Brioude et al., 2008) and on the mod-
ification of stratospheric radiation balance and chemistry. MOZAIC observations pre-
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sented here show that sharp gradients of trace gases and well defined anti-correlations
between them were maintained even after 5–6 days of continental-scale transport and
despite mixing effects such as stirring and diffusion processes in the lower strato-
sphere. The long lifetime of such fire plumes deep in the lowermost stratosphere sug-
gests that their frequency of observation by a routine program such as MOZAIC (more5

than 28 000 flights in the period 1994–2008) could be significant. Future work will in-
clude a statistical investigation of the MOZAIC data to assess how often fire plumes
are observed in the lowermost stratosphere and how the pollutants evolve during their
lifetime in the stratosphere.

Appendix A10

Products available from FLEXPART simulations

The following description is extracted from the NOAA web page for the analysis of
the ICARTT experiment, available at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/csd/ICARTT/analysis/
description.html.15

The column residence time shows the vertically integrated residence time of the par-
ticles. It always shows the entire retroplume and gives the quickest impression where
the air did come from but without altitude information. Strictly, this is not a residence
time, but the response an emission release of unit source strength would have at the
receptor (i.e., at the measurement point) assuming no chemical transformations, depo-20

sition, etc. This response function is proportional to the residence time of all particles
over a unit area (hence the name chosen), but involves scaling with the specific volume
of air. The unit shown is nanoseconds times meters divided by kilograms.

The footprint residence time is the column residence time averaged over the lowest
150 m instead of vertically integrated. As anthropogenic emissions are mostly located25

at the surface, this gives an indication where emissions were likely taken up. The unit
shown is nanoseconds divided by kilograms.
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The CO, NO2, SO2 source contributions are products between the “residence time”
and the anthropogenic emission flux (in kilograms per square meter and second) taken
from the inventories. The result is an emission contribution in ppbv per square meter.
If the emission contribution is integrated over the earth’s surface, a “tracer” mixing ratio
at the sampling location is obtained. It is also reported on the plot and, furthermore,5

Asian, American and European contributions are listed separately. These mixing ra-
tios are quantitatively comparable to the measurements under the assumption that the
species is conserved (no chemistry, no deposition).

CO source contributions from fires burning in North America are calculated, similarly
to the anthropogenic pollution source contributions, using a self-made inventory of daily10

emissions from biomass burning in North America and assuming an injection height of
0–3000 m (i.e., a footprint of 3000 m). As the inventory involves some smoothing (both
spatially and temporally) of the available fire information, peaks in fire contributions
may be underestimated and a more spread-out “background” of fire contributions than
observed may be simulated. Plots of emission tracer time series show the above trac-15

ers constructed from the backward simulations along the entire flight as time series,
displayed separately for total anthropogenic, Asian, North American, and European
pollution. Fires can sometimes inject emissions at very high altitudes. Time traces of
the biomass burning CO contain a sensitivity analysis to the assumed injection height:
below 150 m, below 1000 m, below 3000 m, and below 10 000 m.20
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Table 1. Time table of observations, model runs and age of simulations.

24 June 25 June 26 June 28 June 30 June

UTC 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 18:00 00:00 06:00 12:00 15:00 03:00 18:00
Local Time 5 h 11 h 17 h 23 h 5 h 11 h 17 h 23 h 5 h 8 h 20 h 11 h
MOZAIC MZ1 MZ2
Lidar X
MODIS X X
FLEXPART MZ1 135 h 111 h 36 h start
FLEXPART MZ2 168 h 144 h start
Convection cycle Start Max End Start Max End
Meso-NH Start End
Age of BL tracer 1 h 7 h 13 h 19 h 25 h 31 h 37 h
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Fig. 1. Synoptic situation from ECMWF analyses on 30 June 2004, 03:00 UTC. (a) Potential
vorticity (pvu) at 250 hPa with MOZAIC flight track in black. (b) Vertical and meridian cross-
section along 20◦ W of potential vorticity (pvu) with isentropic surfaces (K) and wind isotachs
(ms−1). The black point in the lowermost stratosphere just above 335 K is the MOZAIC aircraft
location.
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Fig. 2. MOZAIC observations. (a) Over the Atlantic on 30 June 2004, from 02:50 UTC to
04:14 UTC at 10.5 km altitude. Referred hereafter as MZ1 observation. Ozone in blue (ppbv),
CO in red (ppbv), (NOx+PAN) in green (divide by 100 to get ppbv), relative humidity in cyan
(divide by 5 to get %), and deviation of potential temperature in purple (from 335 K, divide by 50
to get K). (b) Over the Atlantic on 30 June 2004, from 09:50 to 10:37 UTC at 10.3 km altitude.
Referred hereafter as MZ2 observations. Legend as in (a) except for deviation of potential
temperature in purple (from 350 K, divide by 5 to get K). The nitrogen oxides analyzer started
to measure at about 1◦ W. (c) Vertical sounding in Washington, D. C., 30 June 2004, 17:00 UTC.
Referred hereafter as MZ2 observations. Ozone in blue (ppbv), CO in red (ppbv), (NOx+PAN)
in green (divide by 20 to get ppbv), relative humidity in cyan (divide by 3 to get %), and potential
temperature in purple (K). The absence of data corresponds to internal calibrations periods.
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Fig. 3. Observations on 28 June 2004 from the Madison lidar (Wisconsin University, WI, USA).
(a) Time series of vertical profiles of aerosol backscatter cross-section. (b) Vertical profile of
temperature and dew point (K) and backscatter cross section at 12:00 UTC from lidar data.
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Fig. 4. Emission tracer constructed from the FLEXPART backward simulations along the entire
MZ1 MOZAIC flight as time series. Hours are counted past 00:00 UTC on 29 June 2004. The
MZ1 observations are shown on Fig. 2a and occur between 26.8 and 28.2 h past 00:00 UTC on
29 June 2004. (A) Total anthropogenic North American pollution from a) SO2 (ppbv), b) NO2
(ppbv), and c) CO (ppbv). (B) Biomass burning CO (ppbv), for different assumptions on the
injection altitude: a) below 10 000 m, b) below 3000 m, c) below 1000 m, and d) below 1000 m.
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Fig. 5. As for Fig. 4 but for the MZ2 MOZAIC flight. Hours are counted past 00:00 UTC on
30 June 2004. The MZ2 observations are shown on Fig. 2b and occur between 9.8 and 10.6 h
past 00:00 UTC on 30 June 2004.
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Fig. 6. Biomass fire CO source contributions (ppbv/m2) from the FLEXPART backward sim-
ulations along MOZAIC observations. Small numbers mark daily positions of the retroplume
centroids, and indicate the time backward in days. The asterisk shows the position of the air-
craft. (a) For the MZ1 observations around 03:36 UTC on 30 June 2004, at 10.5 km altitude
and 19◦ W (see Fig. 2a). (b) For the MZ2 observations around 16:56 UTC on 30 June 2004, at
5.5 km altitude over Washington DC (see Fig. 2c).
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Fig. 7. Residence time distribution in the whole atmospheric column for trajectory particles
arriving in small receptor boxes (0.5 latitude and longitude, 500 m thickness) along the MZ1
MOZAIC aircraft route on 30 June 2004 within a 1-h time interval. Particles were released only
from boxes where the measured CO exceeded 200 ppbv. Residence times were calculated
from arrival until 36 h back (28 June 2004, 15:00 UTC) and values are given as percentages of
the maximum (7.2×104 s). The MOZAIC aircraft trajectory between Caracas and Frankfurt is
color-coded with a percentage of the 275-ppbv maximum CO mixing ratio.
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Fig. 8. MODIS images. (a) On 24 June 2004, 19:55 UTC (12:55 local time) showing the smoke
and incipient convection over the Great Bear Lake region in northwest Canada. (b) On 25 June
2004, 05:35 UTC (22:35 local time the day before) over Yukon showing mature convective cells
with biomass fire smoke west of the Great Bear Lake.
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Interactive DiscussionFig. 9. Validation of Meso-NH run by comparison between (a) GOES 10, 10.7 micron Bright-
ness Temperature, 25 June 06:00 UTC (23:00 local time the day before) and (b) Meso-NH
10.7 micron Brightness Temperature 25 June 06:00 UTC (23:00 local time the day before).
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Fig. 10. Diagnoses of convection with Meso-NH on 25 June 2004, 00:00 UTC (17:00 local time
the day before). (a) Height of convective cloud tops (km) and wind vectors at 12 km altitude.
(b) Indicator of the characteristic time for convective mass fluxes to exchange air at the root and
at the top of updraft and downdraft (see text for details) projected on the dynamical tropopause
(2 pvu surface) with potential temperature contours 330 K (red) and 335 K (blue).
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross section from Meso-NH on 25 June 2004, 00:00 UTC (17:00 local time
the day before), the location of the cross-section is shown on Fig. 10a. (a) Indicator of the
characteristic time for convective mass fluxes to exchange air at the root and the top of updraft
and downdraft (see text for details) with potential vorticity contours (2 and 5 pvu), isentropic
surface 335 K, and isothermal 0 ◦C. (b) Boundary layer tracer concentration (between 0 and 1).
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Fig. 12. Boundary layer tracer concentration (between 0 and 1) due to convective detrain-
ment fluxes on the isentropic surface 335 K, wind arrows and potential vorticity isolines (2 and
5 pvu). Plots are for different ages of the boundary layer tracer: (a) 7-h age on 25 June 2004,
06:00 UTC (23:00 local time the day before), (b) 25-h age on 26 June 2004, 00:00 UTC (17:00
local time).
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Fig. 13. Vertical cross-section on 26 June, 00:00 UTC (17:00 local time) for the boundary
layer tracer concentration (between 0 and 1). The location of the vertical section is shown on
Fig. 12b. Red lines show the 2 pvu and 5 pvu isocontours, the blue line is the 335 K isocontour
and the green line is the 0 ◦C isocontour. Vectors are horizontal winds projected into the plane
of the cross-section.
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